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The school leader a superior, a principal or head teacher. They have the authority and the final decisions. The productive leader pacifies the quality of a good leader with literacy and skills in communication, systematize, evaluation and directing the decision making that will effect the quality education to every learner.

A leader who bear up, and a “Model”, who is transparent and understandable, do their job with Love and gets the leg up of their co-workers and subordinate as they respect their personality, authority, and ability to make decisions in a very democratic way.

Additionally, a Productive School Leader who is friendly, possess a good interpersonal skill, solicitous of the feeling and needs of his subordinates and co-workers, a good provider, as the teacher expect them to be sportsmanly and act without favor or bias.

Moreover, A Productive School Leader is the BLESSING to everybody not only in the school but also to the entire community that works with Love and Loves his work!

Lastly, a Productive School Leader is the one who makes every day a HAPPY, SMILING DAY to everyone.